


Wipro Furniture presents...

Gusto – elegant and aesthetic office furniture for cabins 
and boardrooms. Be it for planning or decision-making, 
Gusto is born for effectiveness.

It gives a completely new dimension to your office, 
boardrooms and cabins - the places where discussions 
happen and decisions are made.

Its exquisite design has evolved from a detailed research 
conducted to understand the dynamics of 
high-performance and millennial workspaces.

Experience workspaces that stimulate enthusiasm, and 
draw the best out of you.

Experience Gusto!

Transformation
happens when
Vision of the leader
and Passion of the team
are aligned together



Perfect ensemble for effectiveness
Gusto cabin furniture carries an aura of power and style with simplicity.

A range of premium cabin furniture with 
international looks and superb functionality, 
Gusto comes with elegantly finished storage 
with premium fittings and accessories that 
perfectly complement its design.

Stand-alone main table with veneer finish  |  Designer legs with chrome finish  |  Storage unit with high-quality faux leather on top



Sleek designer legs

Table top resting on strong & clutter-free beams

Reverse-chamfered edges & rounded corners

Stand-alone main table with veneer finish  |  Designer legs with chrome finish  |  Storage unit with high-quality faux leather on top

Redefine the office structure

Premium finished veneer tabletop with curved corners and chamfered edges and sleek & 
elegant modesty, chrome finished designer legs, and distinctly defined working area with 
faux leather, emphasize the key elements.

Superior quality and well-coordinated tones take your workplace
to the peak of performance, productivity and perfection.



Integration is the
new way of effective working
Gusto cabin furniture comprising the desk and the storage can be
integrated to create another variant. 



Main table with veneer finish  |  Supporting storage unit with faux leather on top  |  Integrated power points inside the drawer

Soft-close shelves and drawers

Numeric locking for safety and
grooved doors & drawers

Augmented… in reality
Crafted exclusively to give a contemporary feel and function.

Power connectivity concealed inside the drawer

Integrated storage unit supporting the main table

As an option for the stand-alone arrangement, the storage can be clamped to the work 
desk at one end to create a new composition. This compact set up enables quick access to 
the cabinet, without compromising on movement or personal space. Simplify your work, by 
doubling up your workspace.



Quick meetups
An elegant table, for semi-formal discussions,
adds the final element to make the executive cabin complete.

The cable cubby and concealed storage for keeping stationery at the centre, are merged 
within the table design. The overall design is in sync with the main desk.

Integrated space for papers / notepads

Integrated space for pens / pencils / markers

Integrated cable cubby

Cable management for clean look



Distinctly impressive and revolutionary
A simple yet multi-functional cabinet that is more than just a storage, adds value to your workspace.

The versatile storage cabinet has a graceful design, having faux leather on top with colour 
tone in harmony with the desk workspace. The soft-push drawers and the doors have 
curvilinear opening grooves. Integrated numeric locking system and gadget-charging 
feature enhance the cabinet’s functionality beyond mere storage.



Collaborative efforts are based on clarity amongst the employees that is governed by sortedness
of the work area, and ease of access. Gusto is built to instigate this clarity.

Main table with veneer finish  |  Stand-alone storage unit with faux leather on top  |  Small discussion table

Designed to encourage
collaborative work environment



Well-coordinated design,
well-defined work spaces
With the orchestration of the right elements in place,
enhanced productivity is no longer a matter of luck, but choice.

Main table with veneer finish  |  Integrated storage unit with faux leather on top  |  Small discussion table



Storming in… shaping out
Boardrooms are playgrounds for the teams and the leader,
where ideas are brainstormed, solutions are cracked, and decisions are made.

Gusto silently caters to the quintessential 
needs of such power-packed boardrooms. 
Aesthetic design includes solid framework, 
chamfered edged table top, faux leather placed 
in linear manner at the centre, and concealed 
storage for stationery & charging points.



Feel the power, feel the passion
When things are organised well, there’s more clarity in the thought process.



Strong beams to connect the legs
for sufficient support

Central wire management compartment designed
to keep the boardroom neat and clutter-free

Charging points, USB andLAN connections
concealed inside the table top towards the ends

Performing in silence

Perfectly concealed raceways for cables and electric points across the entire table-length. 
So bid farewell to cluttered cables, hunting for markers and stationeries... all for good.

Power, USB, LAN connections concealed
inside the table top at the centre



3900mm x 1400mm x 740mm

1800mm x 900mm x 740mm 2100mm x 900mm x 740mm

1800mm x 450mm x 575mm

1050mm x 1050mm x 740mm

5200mm x 1500mm x 740mm

Conference table

Storage

Meeting table

Cabin table

Configurations & offerings

Oak SlateOak Tan

Veneer finish

BlackBrown

Faux leather

Material & finish

Technical specifications

2000mm x 2040mm x 740mm 2300mm x 2040mm x 740mm

Main table with intergrated side storage

Leg Chrome plated aluminium die cast 

Beam Black powder coated aluminium extrusion 50 x 40

Table top Veneer finish & faux leather

Table top 25mm thick reverse chamfered MDF with veneer finish 
& faux leather highlight

Modesty 12mm MDF with veneer finish

Conference base box 18mm MDF with veneer finish

Storage Veneer on all exterior surfaces, laminated interiors & 
faux leather top

Handles Reverse chamfered profile

Locks 4 digit numeric lock

Hardware Exclusive soft closing hinges & premium bottom 
mounted  slides with soft closing feature

Wire management Storage - Concealed eight module power / data 
mounting provision inside drawer

 Discussion Table - Integrated cable cubby with USB, 
power & data within paper tray

 Conference Table - Four conveniently placed eight 
module power boxes

Finish Specially stained and brush finished veneer with clear 
polyurethane coat



Wipro Enterprises (P) Limited - Furniture Business,
Block-C, 3rd Floor, Doddakannelli, Sarjapur Road, Bangalore - 560 035.
Tel.: 080-28440011. Fax: 080-28440057. email: vibrant.solutions@wipro.com

Innovation and Design is a way of life at Wipro. We reserve the right to modify the product without prior intimation.

www.wiprofurniture.in

Branch Offices:
Ahmedabad: +91 79 40073546, Hyderabad: +91 40 27176082,
New Delhi: +91 11 411708122, Bangalore: +91 80 40541237,
Indore: +91 731 4023486, Pune: +91 20 25535081, Chandigarh: +91 172 2661355,
Kolkata: +91 33 22829268, Chennai: 9840512350, Mumbai: +91 7406002777,
Cochin: +91 938 7881504, Nagpur: +91 712 2233562, Vadodara: +91 9974620001

Wipro is a member of BIFMA International
The Business and Institutional Furniture 
Manufacturer’s Association

Wipro Furniture Advantage
Wipro Furniture provides design solutions that inspire, enhance productivity and creativity through:

Wide range of products for different applications
Designer products from international designers
Optimised space solutions from a wide variety of designs
Service commitment through designing solutions and developing products to suit customer needs
Trustworthiness and reliability of Wipro

Wipro Furniture Manufacturing Facility
at Waluj, Aurangabad, M.S. India.


